The Amman Message in Fighting Extremist Ideologies

Afghanistan

TF Nashmi (222C) "Noble Warrior"

BG. Aref Alzaben
Jordan  Strategy SO/LIC

•  **Role of the Special Operations /Special Force:**
  “I consider the use of Special Forces to be Similar to that of the surgeon’s scalpel. to achieve the best results for the patient, it must be used carefully, accurately and timely, and in a manner which causes no undue collateral damage. the Special Forces then the most important tools are those which enables surgical precision.”

•  **International cooperation**
  “We have to understand that it is called international terrorism; however we as special operations units all over the world are not yet international. The bad guys always work together, have always been coordinating, and have always been international. The good guys have never been. Progresses have been made in intelligence - sharing thus, we have to work together in order to defeat the bad guys will.”

•  **Regional Security:**
  “ Soldiers know better than anybody whether their training is good or not, soldiers will always know if the instructor coming in their country is showing him 100 percent of what that person knows, or just showing him a bit. Our philosophy in Jordan is to share everything we have with our brothers and counter parts around the Middle East and beyond. At the end of the day if your partners are strong you are strong”
“We should all help Iraqis in the formation of a strong national government. Here, I call on our brothers in Iraq to recognize the gravity of the situation, and not to listen to those who promote division, internal discord and the division of Iraqis into Sunni, Shiite, Kurdish and Turkman. Iraq should be for all Iraqis, not just for one faction at the expense of others. The truth is that those who bombed the holy shrines of the two imams at Samara and who desecrated the mosques, do not represent Islam. They aspire to ignite internal discord in Iraq…”

Interview with Agency – France Press 15 Mar. 2006
"The guerilla must move among the people as a fish swims in the sea."

Mao Tse Tung
Anaconda Strategy vs Insurgents in Afghanistan

- Credible Voices
- Strategic Communications
- Kinetics
- Counter-Terrorist Force Ops
- Conventional Force Ops
- Afg Conventional & Special Forces Ops
- Afghan Local Police
- Work with Source Countries
- International
- Border Crossing Point Improvements
- Jobs Programs
- Economic Development
- Non-kinetics
- Education
- Basic Services
- Rule of Law
- Counterinsurgency in Detention Facilities
- Detainee Ops
- Transparency & Counter-Narcotics
- Biometrics
- Task Forces
- Intel, Surveillance, & Recon Platforms
- Intel Fusion
- Inclusivity/Transparency/Anti-Corruption
- Politics
- Reconciliation
- Governance
- Reintegration
- Transparencies
- Leadership
- Popular Support
- Safe Havens
- Insurgent Needs
- Haqqani Network
- Taliban
- Other Groups
- Command and Control
- Ideology
- Rule of Law
- Support
- Intelligence
- Task Force
- Integration
- Intel Fusion
- Release Shuras
- Rehabilitation of Detainees
- Detainee Ops
- Release Shuras
- Support
- Intelligence
- Task Force
- Integration
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- Release Shuras
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- Detainee Ops
Cycle of Frustration

Underlying Conditions
- Lack of political voice
- Perceived injustices
- Economic disparity
Lack of political voice
Perceived injustices
Economic disparity
Perceived deprivation

Radical Suppressive Ideology
1. Establishment of a Shari State
2. Destroy Western Connections

Increasing Risk as Conditions in Cycle of Instability are not addressed.

Critical Capabilities:
- Camaraderie – Born of shared decades of Struggle
- Leadership
- Support Networks
- Communication
- Indoctrination

Increasing Risk as Conditions in Cycle of Instability are not addressed.

Afghan Population Tacit Support

Active Support Anti-Afghan Forces

Successful INS Operations
- Increase recruiting
- Influence the fringe
- Ideological justification
Increase recruiting
Influence the fringe
Ideological justification

Weapons of Mass Terror
- Acquisition
- Transportation
- Utilization
Acquisition
Transportation
Utilization

Core Motivation

Ideology
- Political
- Financial
Political
Financial

Underlying

Incapable Districts
- Lack of:
  - Internal Security
  - Basic Services
  - Rule of Law
Lack of:
Internal Security
Basic Services
Rule of Law

Unwilling Districts
- INS Sponsors
- Tacit/Active Support
- Internal Political Risk
- Criminal Activity
INS Sponsors
Tacit/Active Support
Internal Political Risk
Criminal Activity

As of: 07 MAY 2012
Illustration 2: Campaign Visualization

Gaining and maintaining the support of the local Afghan people is the ultimate objective of every action we take.

- **Information Operation:** Communicate Tangible And Recognizable Progress
- **Security:** Embedded Partnerships Protect Afghan People By, With, and Through ANSF
- **Governance:** Afghan People Accept GIroA Working For Their Interest
- **Development:** Sustainable Development Through Economic Growth

**END STATE**
- Increased Local Community Capacity To Fulfill Basic Needs of Afghan Populace

**Proposed Effort** (Focused, Concentrated, Coordinated)

End State

Reverse the Afghan Cycle of Frustration by Attacking Enemy CoG Vulnerabilities

**Actions**
- Disrupt
- Overwatch
- Secure/Co-Opt
- Maintain

**Lines of Effort**
- **Populace**
  - **ADVERSARIAL:** Anti-GIROA
  - **ISOLATIONIST:** Geographically Separated Traditionalist
  - **AMBIVALENT:** Alienated Undecided
  - **REFORMIST:** Progressive Supports GIroA

**Fight the enemy’s strategy first, attack his forces only when they threaten the population and get in the way of our partnered solutions.**

What we look like, what we do, what we say and don’t say are the first and most persistent message in our Information Operations.
A Centrifugal Force

Other Arab Muslims Country
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Radical Suppressive Ideology
1. Establishment of a Shari State
2. Destroy Western Connections
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEP</th>
<th>ACTION</th>
<th>NEW BEHAVIOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Increase urgency</td>
<td>People start telling each other, “Let’s go, we need to change things!”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Build the guiding team</td>
<td>A group powerful enough to guide a big change is formed and they start to work together well.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Get the vision right</td>
<td>The guiding team develops the right vision and strategy for the change effort.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Communicate for buy-in</td>
<td>People begin to buy into the change, and this shows in their behavior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Empower action</td>
<td>More people feel able to act, and do act, on the vision.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Create short-term wins</td>
<td>Momentum builds as people try to fulfill the vision, while fewer and fewer resist change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Don’t let up</td>
<td>People make wave after wave of changes until the vision is fulfilled.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Make change stick</td>
<td>New and winning behavior continues despite the pull of tradition, turnover of change leaders, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“The information that we recovered from bin Laden’s compound shows al Qaeda under enormous strain. Bin Laden expressed concern that al Qaeda had been unable to effectively replace senior terrorists that had been killed, and that al Qaeda has failed in its effort to portray America as a nation at war with Islam – thereby draining more widespread support. Al Qaeda remains dangerous, and we must be vigilant against attacks. But we have put al Qaeda on a path to defeat, and we will not relent until the job is done.”
**Logar**

- Pop: 339,700
- Hazaras and Tajiks in southwest
- 75% Pashtun
- Area 3,880KM (1,498 mi)
- 37% is mountainous or semi-mountainous
- 58% is flat land
- Roads are 78% trafficable all year
**Enemy Reporting Trends**

- **RETROGRADE**
  - Significantly reduce kinetic activity
  - Key leaders go to PK for winter
  - Consolidate logistics and INS fighters

- **PREPARATION**
  - Resupply-Recruitment-Recon

- **INTENSE FIGHTING SEASON**
  - Exponentially increase kinetic activities
  - Conduct spectacular attacks

- **FIGHTING SEASON**
  - Increase operational tempo
  - Diversify kinetic and non-lethal operations

- **PRE-ACTION**
  - Test ISAF TTPs-Adapt operations accordingly
  - Organize and distribute funds and logistics

As of: 07 MAY 2012
Winning hearts and minds of the Afghan people

“We will never be at war with Islam“  
*U.S President Obama*

“Fight the information war aggressively”  
*General Petraeus*

- **Religions must be part of the solution, not part of the problem**
- **ISAF reputation**
- **Core of strategy Amman Message.**
- **The Media**

**ISAF recent Radio station** **ETEFAQ (UNITY) 94.5 FM**

- The Islamic faith based on the five pillars of Islam
  - **Ramadan Phase.** Wajbat Alkhaeer. Noor Alayman/NAFAHAT RAMADANIA .Iftar Calendar
  - **Key Leaders Engagement; The interference of clerics (Imams) ideological (religious).**
  - **Fitr –charity;** the distribution of aid and food during Ramadan.
  - **Perform the Umraha**
  - **Zakat Charity phase;**
  - **Pilgrimage phase;** to Mecca,

As of: 16 JAN 2011
Amman's Message

Fight the extremist ideology

The Amman Message started as a detailed statement released the eve of the 27th of Ramadan 1425 ah /9thNovember 2004 ce by H.M. King Abdullah II bin Al-Hussein in Amman, Jordan. It sought to declare what Islam is and what it is not, and what actions represent it and what actions do not. Its goal was to clarify to the modern world the true nature of Islam and the nature of true Islam.

In order to give this statement more religious authority, H.M. King Abdullah II then sent the following three questions to 24 of the most senior religious scholars From all around the world representing all the branches and schools of Islam:

1. Who is a Muslim?
2. Is it permissible to declare someone an apostate (takfir)?
3. Who has the right to undertake issuing fatwas (legal rulings)?
Amman's Message

Fight the extremist ideology

Based on the fatwas provided by these great scholars (who included the Shaykh Al-Azhar; Ayatollah Sistani and Sheikh Qaradawi), in July 2005 ce, H.M. King Abdullah II convened an international Islamic conference of 200 of the world’s leading Islamic scholars ‘Ulama) from 50 countries. In Amman, the scholars unanimously issued a ruling on three fundamental issues (which became known as the Three Points of the Amman Message)

• Amman's Message is the Minaret for all those who seek the Truth of the real Islam.
The Amman Message

Fight the extremist ideology

• Stands against Justifying Violence in the name of religion
• Stands Against extremism in the name of Islam
• Terrorists In the name of Islam, have twisted the religion as their tool to achieve their Goals
• Islam is not only a religion but also a way of life, where the principles of tolerance and dialogue prevail
• Amman's Message is the compass for all those who seek the Truth of the real Islam

As of: 16 JAN 2011
His Majesty the King

“a universal consensus and mutual recognition by Muslim authorities from all the major existing schools of thought and factions on what it means to be Muslim and on who has the right to speak authoritatively in the name of Islam. And as all True Islam forbids wanton aggression and terrorism, enjoins freedom of religion, peace, justice and goodwill to non-Muslims, it is also a message of good news, friendship and hope to the whole world.”
Security Meeting

Shura weekly Meetings

COL Muhammad Nashmi Emam
Shoja Al Deen Deputy Governor
GEN Mustafa ANP Chief

COL Muhammed Nashmi Emam
GEN Sadiq ANA Brigade CDR
COL Aref NASHMI CDR

Abed Al Hammed MA SG
Mulla Molaoi Zarghun Shar elder
CPT RAIFORD US Chaplain

COL Antonio Brigade CDR
CF provide the attendees the explanation of Holy Quran
ISAF /Radio
ITEFAQ 94.5FM
Dadu Khel Security Shura

Location: IVO Dadu Khel ANSF Checkpoint, Pule Alam City, Logar Province

Unit: TF Raptor/TF Nashmi/4th CS Kandak

Attendees: 11 Dadu Khel Village Elders, COL Gul (4th CS KDK CDR), COL Aref (TF222C CDR), xxxxx (TF Raptor CDR)

Purpose: To discuss the construction of the ANSF Checkpoint ivo Dadu Khel, spread the Ramadan messages, and reinforce security commitment in the area.

Key Highlights:
• COL Gul opened the shura explaining the construction of the CP and GIRoA/ANSF/CF commitment to providing security for the area. As requested by the villagers, the CP will now serve to protect them from INS intimidation tactics. He urges the locals to participate in the security process by reporting INS activities.
• xxxxx, representing the Dadu Khel villagers, welcomed ANSF presence into the village, was grateful of the CP, and promised to work with ANSF to improve security. He brought up two important considerations during Ramadan:
  1. There will be farmers out late at night and early morning to work on the fields due to fasting during the day
  2. Villagers will conduct prayer at the mosque late at night and will return home late
• Flooding issues and a VMOP opportunity in the near future were discussed.
• At the end of the shura, phone numbers were exchanged between ANSF/TF Nashmi and the elders for reporting and to maintain relationships. Thirty holy Korans were distributed to the elders.

Commander’s Assessment: This security shura was a positive event as the villagers showed genuine interest with the presence of the CP. The village elders admitted that there are a few “trouble makers” in the village, but Dadu Khel overall has received a bad reputation with outsiders coming from Zarghun Shar and Powrak. They promised to work together with GIRoA/ANSF to improve security. xxxx, a religious scholar, appreciates everything that CF has been doing. He denounced the Taliban for wrongly using “jihad” and mislabeling CF as “invaders.” xxxx states that from his experience, he has not seen any signs of “invaders” from CF.
Villagers expressing thanks for the security CP and HA distribution

(Above) Mohammad Rafi Muttaqi, Chief of Religious Council of Logar, discusses Dadu Khel security

(Above) TF222 and ANA distributing HA

(Left/Right) TF222/ANA and villagers discussing the Koran
TF Nashmi-TF Raptor VMOP in Babus.

**Location**: Babus– Pole Alam district.

**Unit**: TF Nashmi/TF Raptor.

**Purpose**:
- to help the afghan patients in the remote villages where they can’t get the health care and offering the medical support for them.
- Provide supplies to the locals and engage JFST with the local Afghan women.
- Talk to the locals to inspect their needs and prove that the CF care for the civilians’ needs and work to provide the humanitarian aids continuously.

**Discussion**
- A combined medical team from TF NASHMI and TF Raptor conducted a free medical day in Babus village.
- Both of the TF Nashmi and American doctors diagnosed many of the Afghan patients in Babus and they gave them the medicine and listened to their needs trying to help them. Also the female support team was there and dealt with the afghan women and presented them some supplies.

- The villagers were pleased and satisfied with the health care from the doctors and gentle treatment with the patients.
Religion must be part of the solution, not part of the problem
The first Religious Seminar on Logar Province 19 DEC 2010
Puli Alam, Logar, Afghanistan

Purpose:
To attend the Religious Seminar that took place in Pole Alma district which aims at bringing the CF, the GIRoA, the Imam of mosques. Additionally, to hear from the Shura members about the needs and the complaints of the locals and assess them in order to help overcome these problems to fight terrorist ideology.

Discussion:
The Seminar started at 1100 in Puli-Alam center, it was attended by 80 Imams of the mosques in Logar Province, deputy of Governor, director of Hajj, Nashmi6, Nashmi Imam, Thunder6 and Thunder Chaplain. During the meeting all the speakers the role that the Imam and mosque in changing terrorist ideology and all of this will help to build a strong country and providing security.

Commander’s Assessment:
This is the first meeting and we will continue to hold this kind of religious meeting which has great impact because the TB blend well into Afghan society and are using mosques as their platform for dispersing their vicious, extremist and twisted theology.

Attendees eating lunch
The first Religious Seminar attendees
Mosque Community
MoHRA. Imams/ MCAP
SECRET/REL USA, ISAF, NATO
SECRET/REL USA, ISAF, NATO
TF Thunder, TF Nashmi and ANA; Detainees Release
(42SWC01546 62349)
Logar, Afghanistan

Purpose:
To attend the event of detainees release in Pole Alam, where different members of Shura council spoke about the importance of being a good and effective member in the society and to direct all the local efforts for the prosperity of the country and build the schools in which the children will receive the education and sciences and then will help build the country in all walks of life.

Summary of Events:
The meeting started with reciting some verses of the Holy Quran then a speech delivered by the attendees. The meeting was initiated by Suliman Khil (the chief of Shura Council), who thanked the CF for the support and for the Afghan officials who facilitated the release of the detainees. He also thanked the Jordanian TF who came from an Islamic country to provide help. GEN Sayyed Marjan said these meetings will reinforce the relationship between the locals and the government. He also talked about the Detention Department. He said this department is not just a jail where the detainee is put in, however, this department includes a training center to rehabilitate the detained person to learn reading, writing and Islamic sciences. Khoshi sub-governor said the CF are here to provide help for our country. He mentioned the importance of confirming any piece of information about anyone before detaining him. The meeting ended with distributing copies of the Holy Quran for the detainees.

Commander’s Assessment:
This event will undoubtedly enhance the relationship between the local community and the government as they all get together and speak about their shared concerns and how to unify the efforts in one path so that everyone will be satisfied. Moreover, such a meeting as part of the IOC will clarify the role that the CF play in Afghanistan regarding providing security and stability, consequently we will notice minimized activities against the CF.

Timeline:
0900- SP FOB SHANK
0930- PEA Shura Building
1200-RTB FOB SHANK

ISAF Tactical Directive
Combined Operation: Y
Night Raid/Search: N
Civilian Casualties: N
GIRoA notified: Y
Support of local GIRoA: Y
AG/ IDF Munitions drop: N/A
Imminent Threat: N
Uninvited Entry: N
ANSF Entry: Y
Mosque Entry: N
Body Search of LN: Y
Site/ BDA assessment: Y
Unobserved IDF: N
EOF incident: N
Media Informed: Y

TOTAL MUNITIONS EXPENDED: N/A

BDA
ENEMY: none
FRIENDLY: none
TF 222C “Early Wins”

Voices of Moderate Islam Program

U.S. Army Col. Jim Johnson, commander of the 173rd ABCT:

“This will be, no doubt, a life changing event for all of you. May you remember all that you will see and return home and share it with your family and friends so that they may benefit from what you learned.”

A group of Afghans chosen for the Voices of Moderate Islam initiative, wait to board the C-130 Hercules aircraft for a seminar in Amman, Jordan, and then on to Mecca, Saudi Arabia.
Pre – Deployment to Amman
Voice Of Real & Moderate Islam

**Composition**
- 33 Afghan Attendees
  - 17 Village elders
  - 9 ANSF members
  - 4 GIRoA members
  - 2 Reintegratees
  - 2 LN Interpreters
  - 1 Afghan radio broadcaster
  - 2 US Mil PAX
  - 2 Jordanian Mil PAX

- Attendees selected based on their standing as formal or informal leaders from social, civic, government, and security forces circles in Logar and Wardak provinces

**Initiative achieves multiple effects**
- Decreases the effectiveness and relevance of the INS narrative
- Improve LN opinions of CF, ANSF, GIRoA
- Facilitate a moderate Islamic narrative that allows Bayonet to achieve long-term operational objectives

- Foster a network-of-networks of loyal key communicators in Logar and Wardak province that enables FOM and support for operations

**NAME:** Rahmatullah (Mayden Shar District Council Member)
**SELECTION CRITERIA:** Ideologically aligned w/insurgents Overall political powerhouse of Kowt-e-Ashrow
**IO OPPORTUNITY:** Strong influence with ambivalent population, able to tip their viewpoint towards a pro-GIRoA and moderate ideology

**NAME:** Kaka (Dara Village Elder/Former TB Commander)
**SELECTION CRITERIA:** Reintegration a marked success, positive influencer
**IO OPPORTUNITY:** Continue reintegration process w/moderate religious views and teachings

**NAME:** Mohel Zahed Abdulwhahed (SGT AUP)
**SELECTION CRITERIA:** Strong desire for increased leadership positions
**IO OPPORTUNITY:** Young NCO who is respected and has great interaction with the populace. Positive ANSF spokesman

**NAME:** Agha Jan (Baraki Barak Head of District Community Council)
**SELECTION CRITERIA:** Leading member of B.B. DCC/promotes positive effects of GIRoA
**IO OPPORTUNITY:** Representative of the people/able to affect the needs and concerns of locals
**VoMi Facts:**


**Measures of Effect: Comments from VoMi Attendees**

“This program is our life. We never would have thought the Americans would do something like this for us.”

“When we return, everyone will know what happened here. They will know what you did.”

“The respect you are showing to Islam and Afghans will never be forgotten.”

“Who knew you had Muslims in your army? I cannot believe this. I thought you were only about war. I see so much more now.”

**VoRi Returnee Engagement Plan:**

Attendees will be employed in key leader engagements, shuras, reintegration events, official ceremonies, tactical radio broadcasts, school and madrassa outreach initiatives, religious observations, and more.
**CONCEPT OF OPERATION:**
- Send 33 Afghan key communicators from Wardak and Logar Provinces to Jordan to participate in the Voices of Moderate Islam
- 5-Phase Operation
  - (PH I) Selection & Reception Phase: Empowered BN/SQDN TFs to nominate candidates for VoMI
  - (PH II) Amman Phase: A 10-day intensive religious study, tour, and debate seminar in Amman focusing on Islam in the context of a modern Jordanian society
  - (PH III) Umra Phase: Participants make pilgrimage to Mecca, Saudi Arabia to conduct the Umra, last 10 days of Ramadan
  - (PH IV) Engagement Phase: Upon return, the Hajjis will engage in a series of public engagements to share their story
  - (PH V) Reunion Phase: 40 days after returning host a reunion shura to continue the dialogue, spread the VoMI story

**KEY DATES:**
- NLT 24 AUG 10 – ARRIVE IN AMMAN, JORDAN
- 25 AUG – 5 SEP 10 – AMMAN SEMINAR
- 05 SEP – 09 SEP 10 – PILGRIMS MAKE THE UMRA
- 14 SEP 10 – PILGRIMS FLY TO FOB SHANK,

**SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS:**
- ISAF & Higher Approval
- Funding: Requested $116K; Received 65K
- Expedited Visa and Passport Support for All
Voices of Moderate Islam (VoMI)

What we did:
• Took 33 Afghan Key Communicators to Amman, Jordan
  • 10-day intensive religious study, tour, and debate program
• Took attendees to Mecca, Saudi Arabia for Umra
  • last 10 days of Ramadan, earned honorific title Haji
• Returned to Afghanistan
  • shared unscripted story of VoMI w/ family and friends
• 40 days after return, we held VoMI reunion shura

Why VoMI?
• Demonstrate respect for Islam
• Demonstrate respect for Afghan culture
• Facilitate an Afghan-to-Afghan narrative

To What end?
...to make irrelevant a critical thread of the Taliban narrative that sought to represent the US and Coalition Forces at war with Islam
HM King Abdullah II
Interfaith Harmony Week
Challenge
VOICES OF MODERATE ISLAM: US *JORDAN *AFGHAN INITIATIVE

ENDSTATE:
DECREASE EFFECTIVENESS AND RELEVANCE OF INS NARRATIVE; IMPROVE LN OPINIONS AND ATTITUDE TOWARDS CF, ANSF, AND GIROA; POSITIVELY INFLUENCE THE BEHAVIOR AND BELIEFS OF KEY INFLUENCERS; FACILITATE A MODERATE ISLAMIC NARRATIVE THAT ALLOWS BAYONET TO ACHIEVE LONG-TERM OPERATIONAL OBJECTIVES

KEY DATES:
• NLT 24 AUG 10 – ARRIVE IN AMMAN, JORDAN
• 25 AUG – 5 SEP 10 – AMMAN SEMINAR
• 05 SEP – 09 SEP 10 – PILGRIMS MAKE THE UMRA
• 14 SEP 10 – PILGRIMS FLY TO FOB SHANK,

SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS:
• ISAF APPROVAL
• FUNDING: $116K FOR ALL PARTICIPANTS
• US C-130 MISSION LIFT SUPPORT 24 AUG 10, 14 SEPT 10
• EXPEDITED VISA AND PASSPORT SUPPORT FOR ALL AFGHAN ATTENDEES
MLCOA:
INS will conduct CWIED emplacements along RTE Lansing. Qari Sbqat and Qari Burhan both of them they are left AO, they are in XXXXXX.
## INTEL SUMMARY SHEET

**FUNCTION:**
Cell Leadership (commands <20 fighters); IED Manufacturing (Critical Skill: Chemist/Technician/Developer); Weapons Cache/Storage

**SIGNIFICANCE:**
- Facilitated a spectacular attack within Kabul City with other CDRs & suicide bombers
- Suicide bomb & IED/VBIED facilitator; transports weapons to Taliban cells; assists in attacks on CF; contributes to the planning & coordination of suicide & VBIED attacks on coalition/US forces

**EXPECTATION:**
The capture/kill of MULLAH xxxx will disable TB IED & Suicide Bomb cells in Pul-E-Alam and Mohammad Agha Districts. His removal will disrupt this cell’s facilitation functions and possibly force remaining leaders out of the area. The estimated degree of impact is assessed as medium with a functional recuperation time estimated at 4-6 weeks for the network, however this may have a larger impact as other leaders may flee the area or go into hiding as has been observed in similar situations.

**RISK:**
MULLAH xxxx is assessed to be a LOW-risk target as reporting does not show ties to GIRoA or any of its entities.

**INTEL GAIN/LOSS:**
Successful interrogation of MULLAH xxxx will provide insight to TB IED Cells as well as insurgent LOCs within Logar. He may provide actionable intelligence on mid level to senior Taliban leaders in the area. xxxx can provide relevant information regarding facilitation points in Kabul Province & actionable information regarding other VBIED/IED/SB facilitators in Logar.

**THREAT STATEMENT:**
MULLAH xxx is known to have small arms, at this time it is not known how many MAM’s are inside his compound, the chance of SA attack is assessed as MEDIUM. Xxxx is a known suicide and IED facilitator therefore he is likely to have IEDs and or components within his compound. Xx has been detained in the past and will have an understanding of CF TTPs. It is likely xxxx will have synthesizers near his compound which may provide early warning. IED attack on CF convoy during INFIL or EXFIL is assessed as LOW- MEDIUM.

**ACTIONABLE INTELLIGENCE:**
18 total reports: all HUMINT from 2 separate sources, 2 of which are graded C3 and above.

**J2 ASSESSMENT:** The balance of reliable HUMINT reporting, within which multiple sources corroborate information, indicates that this Intel is reliable and forms an accurate portrayal of Mullah xxxx activities, links and intent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>INTEL TYPE</th>
<th>SOURCE REF</th>
<th>GRADE</th>
<th>DATE OF REPORT</th>
<th>DETAIL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>HUMINT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>C-3</td>
<td>23 OCT 10</td>
<td>MULLAH xxxx RECEIVES IEDs AT HIS COMPOUND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>HUMINT</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>C-3</td>
<td>15 SEP 10</td>
<td>MULLAH xxxx PREVIOUSLY EMPLACED A MINE NEXT TO THE PULE QANDAHARI ROAD WHICH PASSES THROUGH SORKH AB VILLAGE, GWACHI SUB-VILLAGE, MUHAMMAD AGHA DISTRICT, LOGAR PROVINCE, AFG.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>HUMINT</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>C-3</td>
<td>23 AUG 10</td>
<td>MULLAH xxxx MAINTAINS A LARGE CACHE OF WEAPONS AT HIS RESIDENCE IN MUHAMMAD AGHA DISTRICT, LOGAR PROVINCE, AFG.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>HUMINT</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>C-3</td>
<td>21 AUG 10</td>
<td>MULLAH xxxx HAS PROVIDED INSTRUCTION REGARDING THE ASSEMBLY OF IEDS.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TF xxxx
OP xxxx
MOI / ISAF PARTNERSHIP OPERATION
OBJ xxxxx
ENABLED DDO
7 DAY APPROVAL

TASK ORG

GF x 56

TF x XX
CRU x 14
FSN x 4
MOI PROSECUTOR x 1
MOI INVESTIGATOR x 2

QRF
FOB XXXX (TBC)

ENABLERS
ISR- FMV/SI
AWT
AC130

- MISSION ESSENTIAL
- MISSION DESIRABLE

COMMAND & CONTROL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNIT</th>
<th>LOCAL</th>
<th>REGIONAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CRU</td>
<td>COL BERGET</td>
<td>GEN XXXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF81</td>
<td>TF 81 TOC, CW</td>
<td>COM ISAF SOF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOI PROSECUTOR</td>
<td>CONFERMED PRIOR TO OP</td>
<td>Min ATMAR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ANSF INVOLVEMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOTAL NUMBER OF ANSF:</th>
<th>14 Pax, CRU KABUL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>H M L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation</td>
<td>H M L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution</td>
<td>H M L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Op Assessment</td>
<td>H M L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXTERNAL SUPPORT

ISR: TBC
CAS: AWT (2 x AH64)
CSS: Organic
ALT: DUSTOFF via RC-E
CIED: Organic SST/EOD
Vo Moderate and Tolerance Islam Center
Afghanistan (Proposal)

- Foil the Taliban and al-Qaeda propaganda plot
- Organize a monthly seminar program for Imams.
- Provide quick and generous assistance in the form of mosque repair and refurbishing.
- Facilitate inter-cultural education for Imams through exchange visits to Islamic countries for visiting cultural and Islamic sites in places like Mecca for Hajj, UAE, Jordan, Turkey, Malaysia, etc.
- Convince the mosque community to provide positive messages of their elected Government and participate with the IC in the recovery and reconstruction of their conflict-affected country.
- Provide on-the-job capacity development training for provincial Directorate of Hajj and Religious Affairs (PDHRA) office in dealing with the mosque community issues in Jordan

As of: 07 MAY 2012
TF NASHMI Impacts

- Mitigates Enemy IO message that US is anti-Islamic
- Defeat INS IO message that we’re here as an occupation force
- Immediate credibility with the local population
- Combat the INS radicalized Islamic messaging
- Decrease the INS hostile activity on Logar province
In the end as we learned, the US electric Slide, we taught our Jordanian electric slide to the US partners.
Towards the Future

Afghanistan Smiles Again... do not leave us
Questions & Discussion
zaben71@hotmail.com